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“TO KICK-START AND SUSTAIN 
A FLOORING BUSINESS IS 
CAPITAL INTENSIVE.”

THE INCEPTION…

Growing up with grandparents, Dennis was born in 1975 and grew 
up with his younger brother in Ang Mo Kio neighborhood.  His father 
was a businessman in the field of building materials whilst his mother 
is a housewife.  Dennis graduated his secondary school at St. Andrews 
Secondary School and thereafter got enlisted in National Service (NS) for 
2 years at the age of 19 years old.

Becoming a Police Inspector has always been Dennis’ ambition during 
his school days.  He adores the honor of being able to wear the police 
uniform in a “tucked out” fashion.  Moreover, he was fit, strong and 
often had the adrenaline rush to get into some forms of physical 
excitement.  Although, he mixed with several bad companies during his 
younger days, Dennis has a strong distaste with individuals who bully 
the weaker ones.  Dennis will not hesitate to take on people who think 
that they are “powerful” simply because they are gangster, tattooed or 
look fierce.  Dennis’ eldest son was born during his second year in NS.  
Immediately after Dennis has completed his service with NS, he started 
working the next day as advertising sales executive with Singapore 
Yellow Pages Group.  “I supposed the motivation was the desire and 
will to win.”  Eventually after a year, Dennis has landed his career in the 
flooring industry where he was the General Manager of a local flooring 
company.  “In the year 2003, I was retrenched due to the poor business 
performance of the company.”  Without academic qualification, Dennis 
was left with no choice but to start a business from his own and his wife’s 
savings of $30K as being start-up capital.

In 2003, Evorich Flooring was born with initial office premise as home 
based.  One of Dennis’ main fears is to maintain a healthy cash flow for 
his business.  “To kick-start and sustain a flooring business is capital 
intensive.”    The start-up phase was initially 9 staff members.  They 
were on a profit sharing scheme.  “I was the sole cash flow producer 
and fortunately the business take-off due to having sincere people in 
the team.”  After 2 years in operation, Dennis and his team have moved 
to their first leased office premise of 2-storey showroom in Joo Chiat.  
Ironically, as the business expands, Dennis holding cash decreases. “I 
believe this is a common fear among entrepreneurs both in the early 
and mature stage of their business development.”  Currently, Evorich has 
grown from the initial 2 staff members to 93 staff members in the span 
of 11 years, top and bottom line grew year after year and has expanded 
its’ operation in South East Asia region.
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CHALLENGES AND ADVERSITIES

Indeed, in the course of Dennis entrepreneurship journey, there were 
panels of trials that crossed his path.  He had thoughts of giving up 
on three accounts from 2003 to 2010.  “It was often the “money not 
enough’ situation that tests my endurance to persevere.”  On many 
occasions, Dennis went home with splitting headaches and sometimes 
the pain was so intense that he would lay on the floor and fall asleep 
only to wake up in the wee hours of the following morning, took a 
shower and self-motivate.  “When the going gets tough, the tough gets 
going.  I knew I had to move on to achieve more in life and business.”

In time, Evorich has grown in large scale.  However, the Chinese New 
Year (CNY) period often weakens the company’s cash flow.  “I have the 
responsibility to ensure that all salaries and Annual Wage Supplement 
(AWS) are issued to my employees.  This is the period where there is a 
large cash outflow and makes most entrepreneurs like myself having 
a sense of financial insecurity.   There is some form of credit risks as 
payments receivable may not be fulfilled in time during the financial 
crisis.”  From the very day of Evorich’s establishment, regardless of the 
financial or business health, Dennis ensures that everyone receives 
their deserved AWS to enjoy their prosperous CNY with their loved 
ones.  Dennis had a firm belief and vision set on the first day of his 
business and deeply knew that his ideas are viable and will work out. 

PREVAILING CRISIS…

During the onset of the 2008 financial crisis, business was slow.  The 
government encourages shorter working hours and implementing 
pay cut to keep businesses afloat.  Dennis did not apply any of the 
government proposals instead he added more product lines for his 
sales people to sell.  “I informed and assured my people from the white 
to blue collar that there will be no pay cut, no retrenchment if everyone 
stays united and “uncalculating” to go the extra mile and work longer 
hours.  Those were the tough years but we managed to pull it through 
and grew into a stronger company.”

Dennis has done feasibility studies on how to enter the market with 
competitive market price.   He sourced for supplies, negotiate for credit 
terms tactfully, absorb the product knowledge and impart to his team 
on how to skillfully sell.  Thereafter, Dennis went to jobsites to look for 

“I SUPPOSED THE 
MOTIVATION 

WAS THE DESIRE 
AND WILL TO 

WIN.”

“IT WAS OFTEN 
THE “MONEY 

NOT ENOUGH’ 
SITUATION 

THAT TESTS  MY 
ENDURANCE TO 

PERSEVERE.”
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sub-cons who can do the job.  “I squatted there to observe and absorb 
onsite knowledge ‘quietly’ and then I get my in-house floor installers to 
install more than just laminate floor. “  In year 2008 at the height of the 
financial crisis, Evorich expanded and deepen the skills of its installation 
team.  “We believe that moving beyond cost competitiveness, providing 
a wider range of flooring services to our valued consumers is critically 
important.”  Since then, Evorich moves into supply and installation of 
vinyl floors, carpets, engineered wood, outdoor decking and demolition 
works so as to keep the business afloat.  

TIPPING POINT…

The tipping point of Dennis’ career was when both himself and Mr. 
Alex Koh have successfully built Evorich Works.  It is now one of the 
biggest and most accomplished indoor flooring and outdoor decking 
installation service providers in Singapore.  Evorich Works comprises of 
57 well-trained in-house installers and constantly growing as projects 
that Evorich has secured are lined up to 2017.  It was sheer hard work 
to build the team where tensions from communication and pressure 
to keep the team moving often arise.  Synergize and train step by 
step until the company certifies them as qualified installers of Evorich 
Flooring Group remains a top priority for any incoming new installer.  
One key challenge was also to inculcate a culture of racial harmony to 
ensure their foreign workers from Bangladesh, China, Sabah, India and 
Malaysia live and work together in harmony. 

Today, Evorich Works team of experienced workers are equipped with 
competent skills in installation and construction of staircases, external 
wall facade claddings and outdoor decking. Likewise, Evorich Works 
has expanded the indoor flooring installation services to include being 
the first company to introduce clickable vinyl to the Singapore market 
in 2009.  With the copying of other factories in China, Evorich's clickable 
vinyl is proudly known and certified to be 'HIGH END RESILIENT FLOOR' 
or also known as HERF with proof of testing from Germany's GENT 
UNIVERSITITE, TUV's laboratory and also testing on low VOC or no 
VOC and safe for formaldehyde classification in the manufactured end 
product. 

With the introduction of HERF into the Singapore market, Evorich 
continues to enjoy first mover advantage and pull away from 
competition because of the use of real pure virgin vinyl pulp in the 

manufacturing of EVORICH's HERF flooring.  This is a strong testament 
to EVORICH strong involvement in the R & D process of their products 
and when improvised with this invention, it has benefited and 
brought change in terms of lifestyle for many in Singapore.  With 
HERF safely installed in PCF Centres and property owners keen to 
own 'wood lookalike' flooring without having to fragilely maintain 
the 'wood lookalike' HERF since the product is waterproof and termite 
proof.    Eco-green engineered wood flooring, laminate flooring, WPC 
decking and Accoya® outdoor decking installation are also strong skills 
that EVORICH workers possessed so as to maintain EVORICH's market 
standing as a 'One-Stop' flooring and decking supply and installation 
market leader with certified installation by EVORICH in house workers.

Evorich is keen to share their expertise into emerging markets.  There 
are plans to open Evorich Floor Academy in decided markets. The 
company will be doing installation of flooring in neighboring countries’ 
hotels and resorts. 

CORE MARKETS AND STRATEGIES…

Building a strong sales team of 19 members under the care of Evorich 
Manufacturing Pte Ltd together with Mr. Alex Aw and Dennis to cover 
different market segments such as:  End User market; Contractors and 
Interior designers (IDs) market; and Project market.  

“WHEN THE 
GOING GETS 
TOUGH, THE 
TOUGH GETS 
GOING.  I KNEW 
I HAD TO MOVE 
ON TO ACHIEVE 
MORE IN LIFE 
AND BUSINESS.”

“WE BELIEVE 
THAT MOVING 
BEYOND COST 

COMPETITIVENESS, 
PROVIDING A 

WIDER RANGE 
OF FLOORING 

SERVICES TO 
OUR VALUED 
CONSUMERS 
IS CRITICALLY 
IMPORTANT.”
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The sales team is divided into two categories: direct and corporate 
sales team.  The direct sales team participates in exhibition often held 
at Singapore EXPO. By participating in such events, it helps Evorich to 
reach out to homeowners by understanding their needs and in turn 
translate into valuable insights for their business. 

Likewise, the company holds bulk purchase event for new Build-To-
Order (BTO) flat owners.  As the term suggests, it is a time where a group 
of new homeowners come together and purchase their preferred 
flooring types and enjoy a value price.  The ability to provide such a 
value price is due to the lower cost of installation work as workers can 
be stationed at a certain BTO block and have their flooring done up 
within a certain period for the group of homeowners. “We translate 
this form of saving to the BTO flat owners.”

MARKETING INITIATIVES…

Beyond offline presence in the form of exhibition and bulk purchase 
events, online brand presence is another platform for Evorich to reach 
out to their consumers. Currently, the company has strong presence 
in social media platform such as Facebook where online events are 
created and fans can share this information with their loved ones. 

Facebook continues to be a key platform for the company in educating 
and building brand loyalty with their consumers.  “Online contests help 
to build affinity and deepen our interaction with consumers. “  Evorich 
is launching a new way of marketing through Dennis’ thoughts.

OVERSEAS INITIATIVES…

While expanding local market is important for the company, 
penetrating into overseas markets is critical in creating brand 
awareness beyond Singapore shore.  It helps to create a second wing 
for Evorich’s overall business.  Overseas markets help to complement 
local product demand and allow Evorich to enjoy economics of scale 
in both operation and cost of goods.  “These valuable savings is again 
transfer to our consumers who enjoy quality-flooring products at a 
competitive price.”  Together with a team in venturing into overseas 
market, Evorich continue to expand into countries like Mongolia, Sri 
Lanka, Philippines, Maldives, Mauritius, Seychelles, India, Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Myanmar. 

“WE TRANSLATE 
THIS FORM 
OF SAVING TO 
THE BTO FLAT 
OWNERS.”
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LEADING PRODUCTS

Having good Eco-Green products like HERF (High End Resilient Floor) 
and outdoor wood- Accoya wood with 25 years of warranty coverage 
by Holland Factory are important in Evorich’s quest to provide quality-
flooring materials for their clients. This good exclusive product under 
Evorich’s sister company, MMF Timber Hub Pte. Ltd., helps to grow 
their market share and expand the market beyond Singapore shore.  
HERF has been widely used in PCF centres and installed in numerous 
leading retail brands along the Orchard Tourist Belt areas not limited 
to, MUJI retail store, Nike retail store and Rolex Headquarter.

PRODUCT EXPANSION…

Truly a company who understands what GOOD WOOD is all about as 
MMF Timber Hub Private Limited is established with a clear vision to 
import in ACCOYA® being the first most Eco Friendly out door wood 
which can be transformed to beautiful wood grained decking, wall 
paneling, external facade claddings, cozy window frames as well as a 
whole series of tastefully designed ACCOYA® lifestyle products which 
further enhance what quality living is all about.

Having the most accreditations as certified ‘green’ on a global scale 
in a wide Span of selling in more than 38 countries. MMF Timber Hub, 
being backed by Evorich Flooring Group, continues to bring in good 

certified; ‘Green & Safe to live with’ wood flooring products, MMF 
Timber Hub REVOLUTIONALIZE SOLID WOOD and made solid wood 
hassle free, affordable and most importantly allows consumers to 
own solid wood floorings with a clear and green conscience based 
on managed forestry and is self-sustainable. As a market leader in 
providing eco-friendly flooring products, Mr. Edmund Goh, Executive 
Director of MMF gave a talk at Singapore Institute of Architects to 
provide valuable industry insights to architects and members of the 
organization. MMF was also invited to talk at Pristine Splash event 
representing the landscape industry in Singapore. 

While MMF Timber Hub’s parent company EVORICH Holdings Pte Ltd 
continues to advocate the green message and promote Eco Friendliness 
in saving the forests, MMF Timber Hub at her level best continues to 
do R & D in bringing to the general public, EVORICH Flooring Group 
and the local and regional wood flooring and decking players GOOD 
WOOD of “Having Green Conscience “and most importantly; “So SAFE 
that your child can sleep on it the whole night”.

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS 
WITH ECO FRIENDLY COMPANIES

MMF is the sole exclusive rights to conduct European made Eco Green 
appliance named ‘Beko’ projects market.  Together with Beko and 
alongside with Evorich Flooring Group (parent of MMF) & MMF Timber 

“THESE 
VALUABLE 

SAVINGS 
IS AGAIN 

TRANSFER 
TO OUR 

CONSUMERS 
WHO ENJOY 

QUALITY-
FLOORING 

PRODUCTS AT 
A COMPETITIVE 

PRICE.”

“ONLINE 
CONTESTS 
HELP TO BUILD 
AFFINITY AND 
DEEPEN  OUR 
INTERACTION 
WITH 
CONSUMERS”.
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Hub, the new business path helps to open up MMF business model and 
provides a more comprehensive home living solution for consumers.    

MMF Timber Hub has also taken on revamp project of iconic tourist 
spots in Singapore, trellis and pagoda of public places and offices as 
well.  In summary, Evorich Holdings is the parent company working 
closely with all sister companies where each company has key generals 
to maintain it’s winning position in the flooring and decking industry.

FUTURE PLANS FOR 2014 ONWARDS…

To acquire its’ own Evorich Eco Green Iconic Building using only glass, 
wood, aluminum or metal and cement as the façade as well as interior 
setting is currently in the agenda on the making for Evorich.  With the 
achievement of this iconic Evorich building, it will facilitate Evorich 
to conduct international trading as well as the goal to build Evorich 
Flooring Academy which is currently in the midst of preparation and 
shall be implemented in emerging countries so that proper skills can 
be duplicated to bring about better and safer living conditions to 
those who can benefit.  “To grow Evorich to be a world class company 
with franchisees in locations and countries decided by the group.” 

Evorich has plans to set up an orphanage after acquiring Evorich 
Building so that the next generation can be groomed for Evorich & 
Singapore.  This would also provide a platform for the less fortunate 
children to have an avenue for them to have a better kick-start in life.  
That is why Evorich started getting actively engaged with Calvary Care 
Community Service providing counseling sessions to youths and also 
talking at NTUC Crossroads to share on Evorich journey hoping to 
bring light to many people.  Nowadays, many people are not optimistic 
enough and could be at a ‘crossroad junction’ many times. 

Evorich’s continuing effort in conducting talks and counseling session 
to students, teenagers and teachers from Naval Base Secondary School, 
Bendemeer Secondary School, Christ Church Secondary School and 
youth at risk from Whitley Secondary School is still in the scheme of 
the company.  SMU has also invited Mr. Dennis Teo to share his Evorich 
journey.  “We invite Venture Capitalists (VCs) to partner Evorich in 
equity shares efforts to speed up these plans successfully.”  Dennis has 
also started acquiring land in emerging markets with right investors.

“HAVING GREEN 
CONSCIENCE 

AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY 
SO SAFE THAT 

YOUR CHILD 
CAN SLEEP ON 
IT THE WHOLE 

NIGHT”.
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LESSONS & KNOWLEDGE BANK…

For the past 11 years of building up Evorich, the experience has 
enlightened Dennis in various aspects from managing his family, 
business ventures and charity initiative where he supports World Vision 
to sponsor underprivileged children.  Dennis has unwavering desire to 
succeed and excel in everything he does.  “This has definitely created 
an impact on me that makes me who I am today.  The journey I’ve 
walked through changed me to be a very objective-oriented person.”  
Dennis has learnt to handle things in a manner of priority such as (1) 
Objective Oriented;  (2) Innovative at all times; and (3) Geared up for 
any problems.  “In life, it’s not how clever you are to succeed but it’s 
how likeable you are in order to embrace all rounded success.  My 
mentor is my mental visualization.  I visualize success and I embrace 
success but I am not up to the peak yet as I’m still constantly learning.   
On the other hand, we must always remember that wealth is not the 
ultimate goal for pursuing success.  Success is contentment.”

Dennis chooses how and who he spends his time with. “Learn to only 
spend time with the right people, whether in business or friendship. 
I’ve always told my staff; when you sit with 9 pessimistic people, 
quickly move away because you don’t need to be the number 10.  I’m 
pretty good at assessing and sizing up people.  My favourite quote is 
“seek to understand rather than to be understood.  Make everyone you 
meet to like you.  I am happiest when I see every year I have growing 

staff achieving long service award for more than 5 years and 10 years 
and beyond with the company.  It’s the people I have that keeps the 
business and myself going as well as my responsibility as a husband 
and a father to provide a good life to my family and as a friend to my 
good staff who help build Evorich.”

ENTREPRENEURSHIP CORNER…

A business must start with a plan and preparation and have a sense 
of reality that you may not have any salary till the day your business 
account is out of the red. Most importantly, you need to have the drive 
to work, think tirelessly and yet able to endure the fatigue.  “Never start a 
business out of mere passion and purely for profit only and never partner 
a business with anyone without a contract binding agreement.  Keep in 
mind that human capital is more important than monetary capital.  Be a 
people’s person.  Never look down on people and never idolize a person 
for his wealth. Instead idolize a successful person who is rich in moral 
values, family values and then wealth.  The core values must be set.  Does 
the business have Unique Selling Point (USP)? Is the brand at the top 2 
positions in the industry? Does the business have potential to grow and of 
course business sustainability is the heart of every business strategy. The 
need to ensure that business remains relevant to market demand and be 
vigilant to changing market trend. A key review is to constantly re-look 
into the business model and ask yourself if the business recipe is easy to 
duplicate and if the founder is able to protect what he has created.

“WE INVITE 
VENTURE 

CAPITALISTS 
(VCS) TO 
PARTNER 

EVORICH IN 
EQUITY SHARES 

EFFORTS TO 
SPEED UP 

THESE PLANS 
SUCCESSFULLY.”

“TO GROW 
EVORICH TO BE 
A WORLD CLASS 
COMPANY WITH 
FRANCHISEES 
IN LOCATIONS 
AND COUNTRIES 
DECIDED BY THE 
GROUP.”
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What Dennis did to build a capital to obtain the Evorich Flooring Group 
today!

2003:  On 28/8/03 Vorich (S) Marketing has been to be a laminate 
flooring supply and install company with S$30,000 with the help of 
Dennis’ wife.  Based on profit sharing scheme with 8 friends from 
advertising days, they ploughed the streets for sales.

2003/2004:  End of 2003 to 2004, Dennis Teo started Tiger 
Entertainment Pte Ltd to raise working capital for EVORICH.  Tiger Bar 
is the second night entertainment point in Joo Chiat to provide Bar 
Top and pole dancing performance with innovation.

2005:  Vorich (S) Marketing change her name to Evorich (S) Marketing 
because of obligation to allow relative to transact on Vorich (S) 
Marketing causing company to be in legal tussle.

2005:  Dennis Teo started Mosaics 8 Trading with fashion conscious 
wife and went into ladies fashion with a shop in Far East Plaza selling 
'what's new' and yet affordable ladies apparels with emphasis on 
shop's unique appeal. This is also to raise working capital for EVORICH.

2007:  With funds gathered from night entertainment and ladies 
fashion business, Dennis focused his concentration to grow EVORICH 
and thus set his focus to grow the flooring business and establish 
Evorich Holdings Pte Ltd on 21st November 2007.

2007:  Set up MOSAIC 8 General Works Pte Ltd, a hacking and demolition 
company. Objective is to recruit workers and train them to be floor 
installers and yet able to sustain the business because same group of 
workers are also trained to do hacking and demolition work.  Same 
year, Evorich recruited her first sales lady and she is a top salesperson in 
EVORICH now and a high flyer among her peers at a young age.

2008:  EVORICH HOLDINGS PTE LTD formed her first sales team 
starting with 5 sales people entering into Singapore Expo for the first 
time to do exhibition sales and at the same time having 2 sales ladies 
concentrating on corporate sales, selling EVORICH products to Interior 
Designers and contractors.

2008/2009:  During end 2008 to end 2010, Evorich struggled hard 
to stay 'alive' because of the uncalled forth-economic crisis. Dennis 

“IN LIFE, IT’S NOT 
HOW CLEVER 
ONE IS WHO 
SUCCEEDS. IT’S 
HOW LIKEABLE 
ONE IS WHO 
WILL EMBRACE 
ALL ROUNDED 
SUCCESS. “
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Teo implemented 'No Pay Cut, No Retrenchment’ policy as he was 
retrenched during the SARS period when working as a GM in a 
local flooring company before because of poor business. So, Dennis 
understands the importance of going through thick and thin together 
and thus he rejuvenated the whole company up by getting the sales 
team to sell more than 2 products and started a hierarchy program 
to let experienced installers train less experienced installers and install 
more than just the usual flooring product.

2009/2010: Introduce High End Resilient Floor also known as HERF 
Flooring and change the interior lifestyle of many in Singapore and 
established strong market presence and also achieved stability. Evorich 
expanded the sales team and started a unique marketing program and 
emphasize on advocating strong ECO Green principle.

2010:   Set up MASAJI Body House with brother-in-law and a Thai 
partner to provide authentic Thai Massage.  Both were too busy to 
collect daily earnings and thus sold their shares to their Thai partner.  
Accredited to be a registered Class 2 Builder by Building Construction 
Authority (BCA) and is also certified to be a BCA accredited contractor.

2011:  EVORICH introduces ACCOYA wood into the Singapore market 
by buying from suppliers/ importer MMF Pte Ltd.   Also, Evorich has 
attained the Successful Entrepreneur Award, Spirit of Enterprise Award for 
introducing High End Resilient Flooring into the Singapore Market.  On 
the same year, Evorich becomes a member of National Wood Flooring 
Association, got certified to attain ISO and British Standard Occupational 

Health and Safety Advisory (OHSAS) accreditation as well as BizSAFE Star.  
Set up Lite Lab, a lighting company in 2011 and sold off in 2014 due to all 
partners having no time to manage and thus sold and moves on.

2012:   Acquired MMF Timber Hub Pte Ltd to be a sister company of 
Evorich Flooring Group as MMF Timber Hub holds the sole exclusive 
rights to distribute ACCOYA® outdoor wood with 50 years warranty 
in Singapore and the region.  Evorich has won several accolades such 
as the Promising SME 500 and Orchid Trusted Brands Award as well 
as been awarded as “Award presenter” to the best developer to UOL; 
presented an award to the best condominium development award in 
Asia to the winner at the South East Asia Property Award 2012.

2013:   Set up HAUS Alfresco Furnishing with a forex trader friend. Realized 
that friendship and business cannot mix and thus sold the business and 
move on in order to preserve the friendship.  Evorich Holdings Pte Ltd 
was one of the winners who received the Blissful Brides Editor's Choice 
(Preferred Home & Design Specialist) Award and awarded as the Most Eco-
friendly Engineered Wood Flooring featured in Home + Living Magazine.
 
From 2011 to 2013, Evorich has launched the biggest FLOORING & 
DECKING Showflat in Singapore at the Singapore Expo; Conducted 
a Youth Sharing Talks with teachers and volunteers from Calvary 
Community Care and at NTUC Cross Road; Invited on board as Vice 
President of Mongolia Chamber of Commerce Singapore.

2014:  Beginning 2014, set up a New Zealand licensed forex brokerage 
firm with Dennis and his friends, not from the financial sector. Sold 
the company at a reasonable price as market condition has changed 
and with inadequate knowledge, all shareholders made this decision 
to move on.  Selected by Singapore Business Federation to represent 
Singapore for ASEAN Young Entrepreneurs Business Forum in Cambodia 
at the age of 39 years old in 2014. 

Through the whole from 2003 to current, Dennis has been doing 
different types of business with this philosophy:  “Firstly, more than 70% 
confidence in a business, do it it.  Secondly, things don’t work out after 
10 months, cut loss, sell it and move on.  Thirdly, things work out, profit 
is either very good or not lucrative enough, sell the business fast.  These 
are principles I apply for my diversified business ventures.  Eventually, all 
profits are ploughed back to EVORICH to grow the Flooring & Decking 
empire and I am enjoying every moment in my business journey.”

“FIRSTLY, MORE 
THAN 70% 

CONFIDENCE IN 
A BUSINESS, DO 

IT IT.  SECONDLY, 
THINGS DON’T 

WORK OUT 
AFTER 10 

MONTHS, CUT 
LOSS, SELL IT 

AND MOVE ON.  
THIRDLY, THINGS 

WORK OUT, 
PROFIT IS EITHER 
VERY GOOD OR 
NOT LUCRATIVE 

ENOUGH, SELL 
THE BUSINESS 

FAST.”


